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I know, I know. Tons of people do this word for the year thing.
Sometimes it gets cheesy and my guess is 100% of the time they couldn’t
tell you what their word is on February 1st. Why? Because they’ve come

up with this word with no plan in place. They’ve got a destination with no
roadmap on how to get there. They give up. You’ve got to have more than

just a word. 
 

I hear the word “more” and my chest tightens up. I’m in a phase of life
where I cannot- I cannot take on one. more. thing. So if you read that and
felt the same way, exhale sister. None of us need more. If you're like me,
you just need to reset your mindset or reorganize what you already have.
The “more” I hope to point you to is more peace, more freedom, more

productivity and less chaos and less striving in your life. 
 

I want you to take hold of your life. I want you to know exactly what your
driving force is. I want it to be unwavering for you. I want you to be so

driven toward what you need in your life that it alone is the litmus test of
how you live your days. That it’s how you take up the space in your

calendars. That it’s how you decide to answer with a yes or a no. It’s your
driving force for this year. It’s your North Star.

 
Sound like something you’re interested in? Let’s get started!

 
 

for you
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dream, hope, aspire....
For just a moment, remove all obstacles out of the way. Remove everything going on
in your head saying you can, the voices of people that have said it’s insane. For just a
moment…DREAM. In every area of your life below (that applies) write down all your

hopes, desires, and aspirations. Write the narrative now.

Health

Enviornment

Professionally
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Travel/Fun

Friendships/Community

Self Care/Personal Development
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Financially



Serving/Giving Back
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Discipleship/Influence

Marriage (if applicable)

Motherhood  (if applicable)



make it real
How do each of these dream narratives make you feel? Really. Close your eyes and live
there. Who is with you? What’s your environment? What are you feeling? Sit in each of

these areas and make them come alive. 
 
 

Health

Enviornment

Professionally
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Travel/Fun

Friendships/Community

Self Care/Personal Development
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Financially



Serving/Giving Back
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Discipleship/Influence

Marriage (if applicable)

Motherhood  (if applicable)



why?
Now, I want you to tell yourself…why? Why do you want these things? 

This is really important. Your why is typically your driving force 
and will reveal a lot to you.

 
 
 
 Health

Enviornment

Professionally
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Travel/Fun

Friendships/Community

Self Care/Personal Development
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Financially



Serving/Giving Back
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Discipleship/Influence

Marriage (if applicable)

Motherhood  (if applicable)



north star
Your word for you in 2022. Go back & find the similarities in all the sections above. 

Whats your biggest why? What do you want to feel the most?
Thats your north star for 2022.

 
 
 
 
 

Name it, draw it, doodle, journal around it here.
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You did it! You've got your word, for 2022! Before we move forward I feel like I have to
preface this: This guide, sure it will help you get organized. This guide will help you get

your thoughts on paper. This guide may even help you feel like you’ve accomplished
something. But - if you’re doing this in your own power and strength, it’s kind of

pointless. Spend time with Jesus while you do this. Are things you’re wanting building
His kingdom or your own? Really think about this as you make your calendar. 

If you're married I'd suggest doing this with your partner!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

let's make it happen
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Here's an example of how I added to my
calendar, with my word for the year,

PEACE as my driving force.  

Desired Result?
To get back in shape without bringing more 

chaos to a packed and busy schedule.

How?
I'll find an at home program that incorporates activities I enjoy and

make sure I do it during a time that maintains peace in our crazy family
schedule so I'm not missing games or family time. 

 I'll get up early M, W, F and Brooks will help get Patton
those mornings. On T & TH the kids and I will do family

walks or a fun activity together so it doesn't take away from
our family time that is really important to me.

When?



If you're like me, you'll find that everything you WANT to do can't fit on your
calendar. This is when you've really got to go back to your whys and your word

for 2022. Everything is important, right, but you can't do everything. For
example, I LOVE hanging out with my girlfriends. I will hang with the best of

them, but for me, girl nights have had to become a no right now NOT a no
forever. When Patton's older, that phase of my life will come back, but for

now, forcing that into my calendar with games, practices, etc. doesn't
maintain peace. for me.  It's a hard internal conversation to have, but it has to

be done.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

write it out
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Knowing your daily schedule 
 makes saying "yes" and "no" a

lot easier.

Below is an hourly calendar for the week. Don't forget down time.
Take it from me, making time for down time is important. Saying no

to someone so that you can have your down time is OKAY.
Stay true to your word & your why.

Your calendar may need to change with sport seasons or even weekly!
Every Sunday Brooks & I fill out a new calendar and meal plan with

who's cooking, etc. That  way, both know what the expectations are of
each other in the week to come. 
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I love this workbook- I mean obviously, I took the time to make it. 
 But sometimes for me, I need another ear and heart to listen. 

I am a verbal processor.  I need someone that may see red flags that I
don't.  Sometimes, I need someone else to say, "it's okay- you can let
go of that". I'm not sure if you're like me, but if you are, I'm here for

you sister.
 

go deeper
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You don't have to live feeling like you can barely keep your head
above water. There's a rest that's available no matter how chaotic

and busy your schedule may look like.
 

You have to talk about and work through why certain things didn't
work in 2021. Listen, as much as I want to leave the past behind and
forget it…we have to learn from it. Lets grieve what didn’t happen,
people that let us down, people we lost, dreams that died and the

times we put ourselves last. 
We also have to celebrate. You are here. You got through it. 

God is not done with you yet....and He's got exceedingly abundantly
more in store for you!

 
 

Katie
raisinguprays@gmail.com


